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It’s what you need 
Since 1978, our growth and technological advances have all been fuelled by our commitment to go beyond what our 
customers expect in terms of both products and service.

Transit’s Classik™ aluminum dry freight truck body offers a multitude of innovative design features that improve durability, 
usability and appearance, bringing it in a class of its own. 

You deserve innovation  
Ultralight and seamless, it stands out in many ways, but one of it’s most striking features is 
definitely it’s bonded aluminum panel construction, which increases its resistance while reducing 
its weight.

The box is self-supporting through its structure built of aluminum Z-posts. The 
panels only act as an exterior covering and are not structural.

Upgrade to the next stage 
This ultra-resistant protective shield offers the most rigid outer coating of the 
industry in addition to a smooth and uniform surface for graphics, giving your 
brand the best possible look.

Stronger than welds, you will be reassured to learn that the structural adhesive 
made of 1-component polyurethane used by TRANSIT is also used to assemble heavy vehicle chassis.

Additionally, all materials used are resistant to corrosion.

Focus on your areas of expertise  
Whether you have a dry or a refrigerated truck body, such as our urethane insulated Arctik™ version, all the benefits of bonded 
aluminum panels will provide you substantial savings of time and money.

For more than 40 years, we have developed, more than anyone else on the market, solid expertise in custom design and 
assembly of dry freight and refrigerated truck bodies.

Make the right choice 
The TRANSIT Classik™ Dry Freight truck body is:

•	an innovative and lightweight structure

•	aerodynamic front corners and stainless-steel hardware

•	a great variety of accessories and equipment

•	unique aesthetics and durability

•	a reduction in operating costs

•	and much more…

Multi-use, multi-option, multi-feature - all in one truck body. 

Without a doubt
Owning a Classik™ Dry Freight truck body is the obvious choice for moving standard cargo.

Discover a different kind of truck body!

Do you already own our Classik?
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